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St Barnabas Multi Academy Trust
Remote Learning KS 1 & 2
What is Our Remote Learning Intent?
We intend to provide all children in the St. Barnabas Multi Academy Trust with a high quality remote
education during the lockdown period. We aim to provide education at a high standard and continue to
promote good levels of progress from all children. We will be providing remote education to 3 groups of
children: those working from home; those working in school as children of parents who are deemed critical
workers; and vulnerable children who are invited into school to complete their learning. Vulnerable children
are identified as those with SEND requirements, families working with social workers, and those without
access to devices. Moreover, where children may not have access to remote learning including live

sessions, devices have been provided by the Trust (see appendix j. for the device loan agreement) or they
are invited into school as vulnerable children due to having no access to remote education.

As a trust we have chosen to use an amalgamation of remote learning approaches to deliver our
curriculum. As recommended by the DfE, we are using Google Classroom as a single point of entry
platform to deliver our curriculum. EYFS are using Tapestry to record remote learning engagement and
participation. We are delivering asynchronous learning by drawing on Oak National Academy
pre-recorded resources to provide high quality teaching and learning. Additionally, we are providing
synchronous learning in the form of live lessons via Google Meets. By using Google Classroom and
Google Meets, teachers are able to provide timely, purposeful and meaningful feedback and assess the
children’s progress in remote lessons (i.e. by using quizzing, tasks, activities, questioning and worksheets).
To ensure we are consistently providing quality remote learning, Heads of School and Phase Leaders are
shared into all appropriate classrooms where they will monitor and assess high standards of teaching and
learning and the quality of materials. Furthermore, teachers will be monitoring and recording participation
rates in their classrooms supported by Phase Leaders and Heads of School.
Keeping children safe remains a priority for all staff. To ensure we as a Trust are prioritising children’s safety

online, we have devised a Safeguarding policy specifically for remote learning (see appendix g.). Live
sessions are to be provided via Google Meets which has undergone extensive Safeguarding and GDPR
audits to ensure it is fit for purpose and safe for our pupils. In addition, all schools have provided each child
with access to Whisper. This program uses secure direct messages to the DSLs for children to report any
worries or concerns they may have at home regarding safeguarding and wellbeing, online or in the
household.
To see the evidence base for our remote learning programme and for recommendations on strategies
teachers can use to support remote learning, refer to the Remote-Learning Guidance below.
For how we are implementing our remote learning click here.
For our impact statement click here.
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Remote-Learning Guidance
Asynchronous and Synchronous Learning
The EEF (2020) state teaching quality is more important than how lessons are delivered. The DfE (2020)
illustrates live lessons may provide vital interaction between teachers and their pupils enabling them to
recreate some aspects of the classroom remotely, such as questioning. Furthermore, live lessons can lead
to higher levels of engagement, motivation and lead to better levels of progress. However, it should be
considered that OFSTED (2021) denote live lessons are not always more effective than asynchronous
approaches (pre-recorded sessions that the children can access and revisit at a time convenient to them).
Nevertheless, both OFSTED and the DfE assert all lessons should be recorded for the majority of children as
families find asynchronous learning more accessible especially when siblings may be sharing one device at
home. As a Trust, we have opted to use Oak National Academy to provide our recorded lessons.
OFSTED suggests mixed approaches to remote education may be effective in some cases. A suggested
model is: children are taught new concepts asynchronously through a pre-recorded lesson. Practice,
tutoring and feedback are then done synchronously. Additionally, they refer to research which emphasises
children’s concentration online is shorter than the length of a typical lesson. For this reason, the length of
the live lesson should be taken into consideration by the teacher.
Where smaller schools are having to continue to provide care for key worker children, there may not be
the staffing or facilities to provide live streamed lessons all the time. In the event of National Lockdown,
the children in school and at home are to receive the same high quality remote education- differentiated
appropriately for the needs of the cohort or individuals (i.e. SEND pupils).

Curriculum
Remote-learning should provide a Broad and Balanced curriculum; replicating the provision the children
would be provided in school as close as possible to prevent further regression (see Outline of Lessons to be
Delivered). OFSTED illustrate some subjects may be difficult to deliver remotely. Drawing on OFSTED
guidance and the Rosenshine Principles these recommendations have been made for delivering remote
learning:
1) What are you going to teach? What is the most important knowledge or concepts the children need
to know? Focus on those.
2) Assess the children’s knowledge. Make sure key building blocks have been understood fully first.
3) Small Steps. Beware of offering too much new subject matter at once.
4) Scaffold. Worked examples and modelling can work very well in remote digital education.
5) How are they going to access the learning? Consider what alternatives exist for traditional practical
activities. What can be done at home, or using simulations, for example? Keep the activities varied.
6) Practise and revise. In many cases, practising and a focus on developing existing knowledge and
skills, such as handwriting or simple arithmetic, may be useful.
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Refer to appendix e. to see how our remote learning programme fits in with the Rosenshine Principles.

Single Interactive Platform
With the exception of EYFS, who will be using Tapestry, all learning must be provided via Google Classroom
in the event of a bubble closure or local/national lockdown to provide a single interactive platform point of
entry. Other online resources are encouraged; links should be made available on Google Classroom.
OFSTED argue that a single point of access is essential. Furthermore, they highlight the importance of
choosing platforms to host videos carefully as platforms such as Youtube use advertising algorithms which
can be distracting to children.

Assessing Progress
Assessment is essential to ensuring children progress in concepts; next steps are effective; learning is built
on; and misconceptions are addressed. We are able to remotely assess children's understanding in many
ways. As part of our remote learning package, all tasks must be designed so that they can be handed in.
Therefore, all tasks must be set as an assignment on Google Classroom so feedback can be provided and
next steps planned. Moreover, handing in work provides a purpose to the learning and engagement is likely
to be higher. Here are some assessment strategies that can be used online:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

quizzes at the end of lessons
marking of assignments
worksheets and tasks following a lesson (not standalone)
Higher order picture starters- ask questions relating to a concept
Post-it note activities using Jamboard relating to higher order questions/ topics/ discussions
Provide children with three pieces of content and ask them to compare.
Which is the odd one out and why?
Encouraging the children to pose questions.
Provide opportunities for children to self assess and feedback on their own learning

Questioning
As teachers, one of our most effective AfL strategies is questioning. Questioning is not easy to recreate in a
remote classroom but where remote learning recreates some aspects of interactivity, learning is more
likely to be effective. Here are some questioning strategies that can be used remotely:
● give children the opportunity to pause and think about target questions
● live meetings between the teacher and children provide opportunities for questioning, eliciting and
reflecting
● Display challenging higher order, open questions on the stream or in a live session to get the
children thinking and encourage them to take ownership of their learning progress.
● Quick and pacey closed questions in live sessions to review and activate prior knowledge
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● Questioning funnel - start with a very open question and narrow down to closed questions (links
with checking for understanding)
● Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce- start with an open high order question; give time to process and
think; ask a child to answer; resist temptation to respond and ask another child what they think of
the first child’s ideas
● Encouraging the children to pose questions. (i.e. around how they might tackle the task, plan for
difficulties etc [Metacognition]).

Providing Feedback
Meaningful feedback is personal, task-related, specific, positive and timely. OFSTED acknowledges it can be
harder to deliver immediate feedback to children remotely than in the classroom. To provide feedback on
remote learning, we ask that all work is set as an assignment on Google Classroom to enable the children
to attach their learning.
To provide effective feedback we can draw on Ambrose et al. (2010) 6 Characteristics of Effective Feedback
(see appendix f.).
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

It’s descriptive
It’s constructive
It’s actionable
It’s timely
It’s prioritised
It’s personalised

Wiley Education Services (2020) provide these characteristics in a remote learning context: Providing
Quality Feedback in Virtual Learning Environments
We can provide feedback through:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Google Meet discussions
Chat features on Google Meet
Private Comments (visible to all teachers) on Google Classroom
Stream Posts from teachers: sent to individuals, groups or the whole class
Commenting on assignments
Pre-recorded feedback on learning by the teacher
Videos showcasing children’s work
Providing praise through Class Dojo and Celebration Certificates
Peer/self reviewing
End of week quiz (Kahoot! Or Google Quiz)

Remote learning: how to provide feedback
Giving successful remote feedback | Ideas
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Supporting Children with SEND Remotely
As in the classroom, learning will need to be adapted to meet the needs of those with SEND requirements.
SEND pupils have a wide range of specific needs and their teachers will know them best. In the vast
majority of cases, those with SEND have been invited into school as vulnerable children where they can
continue to work on IEPs and behaviour plans; updated and stored on Provision Mapper (Edukey).
Where it is not possible to provide learning in school for those with SEND adjustments may need to be
made to the provision available to them. Below are some examples of how learning may be tweaked to
meet their needs. Please note that planning may need to be individualised.
● Children may be working on concepts that are appropriate for their needs if identified as pre-key
stage.
● Worksheets and tasks may be broken down into smaller steps.
● Regular conversations with parent/carer to ensure the child is having suitable sensory breaks.
● Resource packs may have been provided by school to enable access to the curriculum.
● Work is provided on worksheets that use appropriate colours/font size.
● Planning, lessons and tasks have been differentiated.
● Regular ‘face-face’ live meetings.
● Varied tasks that do not rely heavily on computer knowledge.
● Use of interactive games and activities that spark interest and engagement.
● Creating individualised activity/challenge grids based on their interests (see appendix k. for an
example).

Closing Gaps
We are addressing gaps in children’s knowledge identified in Autumn 2 Assessments by:
● Providing targeted maths interventions remotely to secure understanding of previous taught
concepts.
● Teachers are planning and delivering lessons remotely to the children based on assessments
● Providing meaningful and purposeful feedback to the children individually and collectively.
● Addressing misconceptions through Live Meetings.
● Providing consolidation activities.
● Regularly quizzing the children’s knowledge and understanding of concepts.
● Using high quality DfE approved resources for remote learning (i.e. Oak Academy) provided by
subject specialists.

Promoting Engagement
Motivating and engaging children remotely is harder than in the classroom (OFSTED, 2020). As a trust we
promote engagement by:
● Celebrating high quality learning on school social media
● Engaging with the school community through assemblies and newsletters
● Phone calls to parents
● Holding Google Meet Live sessions - minimum of twice a day
● MAT videos
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Implementing Remote Learning
Outline of Lessons to be Delivered
Lesson
1

Phonics &
Reading

Content
Phonics - Ruth Miskin videos for the children. Children should be set sessions according to
their RWInc groupings.
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/slogin/
Set sounds expectations:
Set 1: Set 1 sound and word time
Set 2: Set 2 sound and corresponding spelling video
Set 3: Set 3 sound and corresponding spelling video (Blue and Grey group will need to have
reading longer words videos)
(see appendix m. for specific reading groups)
Please speak to your early reading lead if additional videos are required.
The DfE states early reading should be the priority in event of bubble closure.
Children must have access to a range of texts/books to be reading at home in addition to
taught phonics lessons.
Where books cannot be sent home, teachers can point parents in the direction of Oxford
Owl for free e-books that are phonetically decodable.
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phoni
cs-guide/
Shared Reading - Children must make use of Fiction Express. Teachers can monitor and track
children’s progress through this platform and assess reading comprehension through the
teacher resources (3-5 questions per chapter) and quizzing at the end of each chapter
(please note these question types tend not to be of a high order).
KS1: Children may not have been taught Shared Reading before and only just came off the
RWInc programme after Autumn Assessment. Children to be provided with activities from
the Fiction Express resource pack to support with development of reading comprehension (1
activity per lesson).
KS2: Extension questions may be required. One from each question type (comprehension
question available in the activities for each chapter on Fiction Express). Teachers should
prepare a worksheet for all children where they can provide feedback (See appendix a. ).
Teachers will also consider pre recorded examples of them modelling how to answer a
certain question type.
Depending on the needs of your class, you may need to vary the activities to promote
engagement from the children. (activities available with each chapter on Fiction Express)
Additional online resources for reading;
- Teach my monster to read
- Accelerated Reader (quiz on completed books)
- Google Read Along
- Fiction Express
- Ruth Miskin Portal
- Oxford Owl

2

Times Tables

Teacher to prepare activities for the children to complete daily to ensure they are developing
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Practise

3

Maths

rapid recall of times tables/ number bonds. Teachers should make use of Google Quizzing to
assess progress weekly.
KS2 should be completing a sound check twice daily on TTRS. Children in KS1 also have
access to Numbots.
Children should be completing one Times Table activity per day (TTRS or teacher planned).
Run a SoundCheck on TTRS on a Friday as a Times Table Test.
Promote TTRS Competition within schools and across the Trust.
Additional Online Resources for TT
- https://www.timestables.co.uk/ (interactive games, quizzes and activities)
- https://play.numbots.com/#/intro (interactive games, challenges and activities)
- http://www.snappymaths.com/multdiv/5xtable/5xtable.htm (worksheets)
- https://www.math-salamanders.com/math-times-table.html (games, worksheets,
activities and flashcards)
Must continue from learning in the classroom.
We are all following Oak National Academy for Mathematics. All classes are to use Oak
Academy resources to provide the learning; proving consistency across the Trust. Other
resources can be used in addition to Oak Academy to add an extra layer of provision;
meeting the needs of the children in your class.
Teachers to set a worksheet/task that assesses the children’s understanding of the concept.
This can be created using the worksheet materials available on Oak Academy (see Appendix
b. ,  Appendix c. and Appendix h..). In doing so, feedback can be provided and
misconceptions addressed.
To gauge the children’s understanding, teachers could create Google Quizzes.
Additional Online Resources
- Set additional homework on School Jam (Active Learn Resource) KS1
- https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage

4

Handwriting
Practise

All children should be practising their handwriting and ensuring they are developing letter
formation.
A quick 2 minute pre-recorded session of the teacher modelling the handwriting would be
beneficial.
Children should upload a photo of their handwriting to the assignment.
KS1 - 4-5 days a week (Handwriting and Fine Motor Skills activities)
KS2 - 2-3 days a week (Part A and Part B of one unit)
Teachers should consider putting together modelled recorded sessions once a week for
Handwriting. Teachers could use videos from other online resources.
Teams to work collaboratively to develop ideas across the Trust.
Additional Online Resources
- https://teachhandwriting.co.uk/teach-handwriting-teachers.html (video clips and
lesson ideas)
- Nelson Handwriting

5

SPaG

Children should have the opportunity to practise spellings daily.
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Children should be taught grammar and punctuation appropriate to their age. One taught
pre-recorded session per week, which can be attached to each assignment, should be
enough to deliver the concept. The children must then have the opportunity to develop their
knowledge with the concept.
Oak Academy resources to support.
KS1: There are no standalone Oak Academy resources for grammar. KS1 to use bbc resources
to provide recorded teaching and activities.
KS2: Oak Academy 2 taught sessions per week with teacher-made Google Quizzes. Teachers
to build on feedback from writing assignments.
Teacher to prepare short activities that can provide feedback on (see a
 ppendix d.) .
Additional Online Resources
- Spellzone - St Barnabas MAT word lists set up to allocate as tasks
- https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/skillswise/word-grammar/zfwfmfr (videos to support
teaching)
- SpellingFrame
6

Talk for
Writing

Talk for Writing as we deliver in school does not effectively work via remote learning.
The use of Pie Corbett's Talk for Writing Booklets provides a good starting point to deliver
writing electronically.
Teachers may need to record some sessions to support pupils and their learning.Depending
on the needs of the cohort this could include reading the text to the children; delivering
sessions that are covering new concepts; or modelling a shared write with the children.
Additional quizzes or questionnaires can be used to gather children’s ideas and assess their
knowledge of the text.
The text must be available every day to refer back to.
Audio/video of the text may be required depending on the needs of the children in your
class.
Children may also work on shared documents to construct texts together.
Additional Online Resources
- https://www.talk4writing.com/home-school-units/
- Oak National Academy - Videos can support teachers to develop ideas to create their
own pre-recorded sessions.

7

Geography
History
Science

We need to ensure we are following the sequences of learning. 3 lessons per week should be
dedicated to one of these three subjects.
Quizzing can continue and should be encouraged through Google Forms- Oak Academy.
The sequences of lessons should be used as effectively as possible. As many teacher-led
recorded sessions should take place as possible (Oak Academy); at least one out of three
sessions per week.
Teachers will need to prepare worksheets/tasks for the children to practise and apply their
new knowledge (see appendix i).
You must cover each topic. Changes of topics need to be discussed with HoS.
Topic Links with Oak Academy - History and Geography

8

PE/ Exercise
promoting

The DfE acknowledges that PE is not a subject that can be delivered remotely effectively.
However, they do stress the importance of encouraging the children to engage with as much
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activity

9

RE

10

Computing

11

MFL

12

PSHE &
Wellbeing

physical activity as possible throughout the week; ideally, daily. Additionally, it is identified
that children may not have any equipment at home and provision should allow for this.
The MAT PE coordinator has put together weekly PE challenges for each KS.
Children should be taught at least one session per week of RE.
Learning should follow the sequence of learning.
Teachers can use Oak Academy resources to provide asynchronous lessons. As with
Knowledge Curriculum, please ensure the children have an activity that compliments the
learning.
Discuss in KS Teams what topic is being covered.
At least one online safety lesson once at the start of a half term as part of their PSHE lessons.
If you are able to do more, that is great.
Teachers can provide their children with coding resources available on Scratch and Hour of
Code (video lessons are provided with these resources).
Promote Safer Internet Day.
KS2 Only
Duolingo for Schools Teachers can set up and monitor accounts for children. The resource
provides interactive game and speaking and listening activities.
Engagement has historically been high with this resource and the children enjoy the
programme.
10-20 minutes a week or children can access daily.
What language is taught is to schools discretion and expertise: French or Spanish
Planning should follow the sequence of PSHE learning where possible. Links can be made
with Oak Academy to provide recorded lessons and activities. Teachers may wish to create a
questionnaire or activity to gather children’s thoughts and feelings on the topics covered.
Teachers may wish to deliver PSHE by Google Meet to allow for discussions and gather
instant feedback from children.
Share Picture News Activities with your class weekly

13

Art, DT &
Music

You may wish to provide children with the opportunity to engage with these subjects.
There are many lessons available on Oak Academy. Encourage children to send in pictures of
their work or them engaging with the activity.
Some schools may receive sessions from Cornwall Music Trust or use Charanga to provide
music lessons.

14

Daily Act of
Worship

Where possible, Daily Acts of Worship should be pre-recorded and shared via Google
classroom. Monday - Head of School, Friday - Celebration Assembly.

15

Storytime

Live end of day session.
Share a story with the class and reflect on the day.

Refer to appendix l for further guidance on how to plan remote learning lessons.
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Suggested Time Table
Time

Action

8:30

All assignments should be scheduled to go live at 8:30

9:00-10:00

Whole class live Google Meet
Go through the daily activities and expectations.
Reflect on the previous day of learning and revisit concepts.

8:30-3:30

Children complete assignments by 3:30 to provide the teacher adequate time for marking.
Staff and children should be taking regular brain breaks and a lunch break to ensure they are not
sat at the screen all day.
Teachers are welcome to meet their class live to cover concepts throughout the day.

2:00-3:00

Teacher to meet live with the whole class again.
Reflect on the day and share a story.

3:30-5:30

Teachers will mark assignments and aim to have them returned by 5:30 for the children to action
on feedback.
All assignments need to be checked by the teacher before returning.

The Impact of Our Remote Learning Programme
To measure the impact of our remote learning provision, we are adapting the DfE (2021) Review your
remote education provision document. Each school will create their own document that is tailored to each
setting. This document will be used to assess the strengths and areas of improvement of our remote
learning provision and ensure as a trust we are meeting the basic requirement for remote learning.
By providing the children with high quality teaching and learning, the children will be able to make progress
in their knowledge and understanding across the curriculum. Children will regularly be assessed to warrant
the learning is having a possible impact on their progression. Similarly, the remote learning programme is
designed to limit and narrow the gaps in children’s knowledge and understanding by using quality
resources suggested by the DfE.
As a trust we are tracking pupil participation and engagement rates. In doing so we are monitoring the
levels of progress the children are making and identifying gaps in their learning. Subsequently, we can use
the data to provide tailored remote education for our children and put interventions into place upon
returning to school. Furthermore, Heads of School and Phase Leaders are monitoring the level of
engagement and quality of learning and work produced by children learning remotely at home and those
working remotely in school. The data will then be triangulated with learning the children were producing
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prior to lockdown to assess what impact remote education has on children’s progress across the
curriculum.

Remote learning in EYFS
What is our intent?
It is our intent that in the Early Years our children will continue with their education whilst in Lockdown.
We will endeavour to provide the children with the best possible Remote Learning that we can and still
provide the children with the knowledge and skills they need to achieve their full potential and reach their
Early Learning Goals. Children in reception who are identified as children of critical workers and/or
vulnerable children will be invited into school to complete their remote learning. Additionally, Children
who attend our nursery/pre-school settings will continue to be offered their full entitled hours following
the DfE guidelines on who can attend school settings.
To implement this we are using Google Meet through Google Classroom to meet and greet the children
and set them up for the day with their remote learning. We then meet again to finish the day, we look at
learning that has taken place, we share the learning and we read the children a story. We provide the
parents with a weekly plan which is emailed to them on a Monday morning which we have made as easy as
possible for them to access the learning for their children to be able to interact with the learning. As the
parents are confident with using Tapestry as a communication tool we expect parents to upload pictures to
show what the children have achieved during each day. Teacher’s will acknowledge the learning by
commenting on each piece of work and encourage the children to progress in their learning by giving them
a ‘challenge’ or next step.
We know how important play and physical activities are during the day and we incorporate these into our
remote learning.

We want our children to…
All these activities along with the remote Learning activities will be recorded on Tapestry by
parents. We encourage the children to share their interests and talents as part of our “Bring It!”
philosophy. By sharing the above with parents gives the children license to continue their own
learning by participating in the continuous provision of what their homes bring and how the
children show the Characteristic of Effective Learning within their homes and develop their own
interests.

1

What?

Why?

Play

Playing – indoors and out, alone and with others, quietly or boisterously – allows children to
find out about things, try out and practice ideas and skills, take risks, explore their feelings,
learn from mistakes, be in control and think imaginatively. Playing is an important centre of
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learning for young children.
2

Being with
other people

As well as developing emotional security and social skills, being with other people – other
children and adults – stimulates ideas and involvement that move learning forward.

3

Being active

Young children need to move, and learn and remember things by taking experiences in
through the senses as they move. Sitting still for too long can disrupt learning.

4

Exploring
things and
experiences

Children’s deep curiosity leads them to use all their senses to explore in real hands-on
activities, and then put the information together in their own minds to form ideas and make
sense of the world.

5

Talking to
themselves

In ‘self-speech’ children use out-loud thinking to clarify their thoughts, regulate their
activities, take on imaginative roles and rehearse their skills.

6

Communicati
ng about
what they
are doing
with
someone
who
responds to
their ideas

Even before they can talk in words, children are keen to share their ideas through sounds,
gestures and body language. Talk helps children to understand what they experience. It is
important that they have a chance to express their own ideas, as well as have conversations
to hear other people’s ideas, extend their thinking, and use language about learning.

7

Representing
ideas and
experiences

Children deepen their understanding as they recreate experiences or communicate their
thinking in many different ways – in role-play or small world play, pictures, movements,
models, and talk.

8

Meeting
physical and
mental
challenges

Working out what to do, trying hard, persevering with problems, finding out and thinking for
themselves are opportunities for developing real understanding. These challenges may occur
in play, or in real-life or planned activities.

9

Being shown
how to do
things

Children learn skills by watching others or being shown how to do something. Adults or
peers may directly instruct, model, guide or demonstrate.

10

Practising,
repeating,
applying
skills

Rehearsing skills in similar tasks or new contexts helps children to build mastery, to enjoy
their own expertise, and to consolidate what they can do.

11

Have fun

There is no place for dull, repetitive activities. Laughter, fun, and enjoyment, sometimes
being whimsical and nonsensical, are the best contexts for learning. Activities can be playful
even when they are not actually playing.
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LIVE MEETS
Every morning it is expected that Teachers will meet with their class via live sessions via Google Meets.
Secure Google Meet Links are randomly generated on Google Classroom. Teachers will ensure they turn on
the secure link on their Google Classroom before each meeting and turn it off before leaving the session.
All live sessions are to be provided via Google Meets which has undergone extensive Safeguarding and
GDPR audits to ensure it is fit for purpose and safe for our pupils. Children are required to access the link
through their St. Barnabas MAT email account not through a parents email address.

How We Will Implement Remote Learning in EYFS
Outline of remote provision for the EYFS

1

Lesson

Content

Literacy in
EYFS

We will be using the lessons and videos from Oak Academy. We know that learning in the
EYFS is driven by a combination of adult-led sessions and facilitation of learning as part of
continuous provision. Our ability to do the latter is limited by the online nature of the
resources but we endeavour to present videos that provide options for further independent
learning and high quality play. We know that the division of learning into subjects can sit
contrary to the EYFS framework, in which one task can engage the child in developing in
multiple areas. Although, given the nature of this project, our Literacy provision may initially
seem ‘stand alone’, it will heavily integrate other areas including Understanding the World,
Physical, Social and Emotional, Communication and Language and Expressive Arts and
Design. ‘Playing and exploring, ‘active learning’ and ‘creating and thinking critically’ will drive
the way children learn in Literacy. Literacy in EYFS aims to build solid foundations in the key
areas of communication and language, reading and writing through engagement with
stories. Stories will provide meaningful context and purpose for all learning.
Unit structure
The curriculum is organised through 10 lesson (2 week) units. Units are ideally taught in the
sequence provided for progression, however, they can also be taught as stand-alone units if
desired. The learning in each unit will centre on a particular story or non-fiction type,
deliberately sequenced for progression in terms of complexity of language/plot/non-fiction
genre. Oral stories from around the world provide the engaging context for teaching literacy
in EYFS. For fiction, each unit has an overall learning focus designed to provide clear
overarching purpose and explicitly teach great fiction writing based on key story building
blocks, for example, character, action, setting and description. These build progressively over
the year. Non-fiction is integrated in the Spring and Summer terms linked to the fiction
stories that have just been learnt and worked with as a springboard. The non-fiction genres
covered are: Persuasion, Recounts, Discussion and Explanation, chosen since these provide
the most meaningful links to the stories that precede them. Each of these will be taught in an
age-appropriate manner. Our aim is to provide balance between breadth and depth so that
pupils have a strong foundation in their introduction to non-fiction that can then be built
upon in KS1.
Refer to appendix n for planned EYFS writing units.
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2

Phonics

We will be using the Read Write Inc programme. Lessons will be sent from the Ruth Miskin
Portal and be presented by highly skilled teachers of Read Write Inc. This will be added by
each individual teacher to the grid. This will comprise of Learning a new sound, reading
words and spelling words.
Refer to appendix m. for RWInc suggested content for remote learning.

3

Communicati
on and
language

Oral rehearsal is placed at the heart of learning within every unit to support acquisition of
language and fluent, confident communication. By the end of the year, pupils will be able to
tell lots of nursery rhymes as well as stories from memory, filling them with language, turn of
phrase, ideas and plots to draw upon. The foundations of non-fiction types will be taught as
they provide the basis for everyday thinking and communication, even at this young age.
There will be a strong focus on using song, music, dance, drama, movement and art linked to
story to embed language and structures.

4

Reading and
writing

Daily rhyming, as well as short reading and writing activities, will take place within a creative
story-context to revisit key knowledge and provide frequent application of skills. Teaching of
writing will maximise opportunities for imaginative input from pupils, building self-esteem
and motivation. There is an overarching purpose for each fiction unit which builds
progressively over the year (action, character, setting, description, mood and middles) so
that each of these can be explicitly taught to support great fiction writing. Towards the end
of the year, story writing will focus on drawing a combination of these elements together to
support application of what has been learnt. At the end of some units, there will be the
opportunity for pupils to recycle/innovate the original story.

5

Maths

We will be using the Oak Academy following their principals inline with the Statutory
Framework EYFS Adopters.
We want our pupils to reach fluency in what we are teaching them. In mathematics, fluency
requires a deep understanding of concepts and the ability to apply them flexibly and with
automaticity. The mathematics curriculum uses multiple representations to help make
connections across concepts to help build a deep conceptual understanding. By making
consistent use of the same core representations we will scaffold pupils’ thinking to help
them understand abstract mathematical concepts. The curriculum will also include
intelligent practice that is designed to help pupils develop automaticity in their mathematics.
We also aim for our pupils to be able to use the precise language of mathematics, that is
distinct from everyday language. The curriculum will do this by explicitly teaching
mathematical vocabulary and introducing core sentence structures with which to
communicate, express, connect, reason with and apply mathematical structures and ideas.
Finally, we also aim for our pupils to be able to think mathematically. The tasks and activities
used in the curriculum teach pupils the components of mathematical thinking: to sort and
classify, compare and contrast, specialise and generalise, to make conjectures and to prove
them. Below are the set of principles we have used to build this curriculum, with these
ambitions for our pupils in mind:
Lessons have been grouped into units: coherent sequences of 5 or more lessons. Although
each lesson can be accessed individually, explicit connections are made to earlier lessons and
later lessons in the same unit. This is because the connections between mathematical
concepts are so vital to deepening understanding
Refer to appendix o for the planned EYFS maths units.

6

Topic

Curriculum Principles
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Learningunderstandin
g the world
and
expressive
arts.

Our EYFS curriculum promotes teaching and learning to ensure that children are developing,
and gives children the broad range of knowledge and skills that provide the right foundation
for good future progress through school and life. It has been shaped by the areas of learning
and development and the early learning goals.
We also know that our ability to cover all of the rich aspects of EYFS is limited by the online
nature of the resources but we endeavour to present videos that provide options for further
independent learning and high quality play.
Pupil engagement
We need pupils to be thinking during Understanding the World lessons - both to engage with
the subject and to strengthen memory of what is being learnt. Lessons will involve questions
and short tasks throughout instruction, just as we would with classroom teaching. In
Understanding the World, we will provide opportunities where possible for pupils to engage
in home learning and continue to build knowledge through play ideas. Our hope is that this
will provide ideas for parents to engage with their child, knowing that good teaching at EYFS,
requires play alongside instruction.
Overview
We have organised our Understanding the World Curriculum into 6 Overarching Topics.
Within these, there are smaller 3 lesson units that relate to this theme. Each of these is
introduced by a high quality picture book, that engages the children in the subject, and the
explicit teaching of key vocabulary.
For EYFS we have tried, wherever possible, to make weekly units that could be taught as
standalone units to provide ultimate flexibility. For the majority of the units, there is no prior
knowledge required.
We understand the importance of the curriculum being informed by the interests of the
children in the classroom and this will vary hugely, we have therefore tried to ensure that
there is both breadth and depth within this curriculum to enable teachers to adapt to these
interests.
Within each lesson, there is a short period of instruction from the teacher that explicitly
teaches key concepts and important vocabulary. There is then a modelled follow-up activity,
usually based around an aspect of EAD. This activity is intended as a suggestion for follow up
learning rather than a dictated task. This latter activity can therefore be used as small group
work, or as an option for children to engage with as part of their continuous provision. It is
designed with minimal resources in mind so that it could be easily carried out in the home
environment.
Refer to appendix p for planned EYFS topic units.

7

R.E.

As we are a church of England school RE will be sent weekly to parents on the grid of
activities following the scheme of work supplied by the RE Co-ordinator.

8

P.E.

We will share links to PE for the children to take part in. We will start each day with a
physical activity.

9

PSHE

We will share the lessons with parents, fortnightly that had been planned as per the MAT
policy.

10

THRIVE

Children love being creative and adventurous especially when adults play alongside them.
For children to become emotionally strong and healthy, they need safe challenges and new
experiences. Thrive activities will be included on the weekly plan for each day.
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11

Supporting
children with
additional
needs

As each and every child’s need is individual, each Teacher is sending home activities that
support that child’s individual need. These activities are linked to the IEP for that child.

12

Continuous
provision

As part of our EYFS remote learning offer we would like to suggest some play ideas that you
can do at home using everyday objects that you might find in the home. They will support
your child’s learning and development. It will also give them a break from online lessons and
learning activities. If possible it’s a good idea for them to choose moving from one activity to
another if you have the space to have a few things out at once.. It’s a good idea to play with
them sometimes to direct the play and model and suggest ideas. If you are brave enough to
go with their ideas you’ll be amazed at where it will take you!!!!
We can provide; paper, pencils, chalk, paintbrushes & glue if you need it. Please ask your
child’s class teacher if you need any of these things. We would love to see how your child
gets on if you have a minute to post anything to Tapestry.
Refer to appendix t for our continuous provision Home-learning support.

How a week might look to reception parents
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Active start to the
day- GoNoodle

Active start to the
day- GoNoodle

Active start to the
day- GoNoodle

Active start to the
day- GoNoodle

Active start to the
day- GoNoodle

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Talk for writing
Link

Talk for writing
Link

Talk for writing
Link

Talk for writing
Link

Talk for writing
Link

Maths link

Maths link

Maths link

Maths link

Maths link

PE link

Topic link

Topic link

Topic Link

RE

Thrive

Thrive

Thrive

Thrive

Thrive

Traditional tale for
the week
Spine Book for the
week
Nursery Rhyme of
the week
Primary Calendar
Link
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Refer to appendix q for weekly planning and provision sent home to parents
Refer to appendix r for useful websites for nursery and reception parents
Refer to appendix s for National Childhood Network- Benefits of play poster
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OFSTED (2021) - What’s working well in remote education?
OFSTED released their latest guidance for Remote Education. Their findings and suggestions can be found:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/whats-working-well-in-remote-education/whats-working-well-inremote-education

DfE (2021) - Review your remote education provision
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-your-remote-education-provision
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Appendices
Appendix a. - Reading Comprehension Questions for Fiction Express.
The Gloom Lord
Chapter 1 - Comprehension Questions!
1. Read Chapter 1 and complete the quiz at the end of the chapter.
2. Answer the questions by typing in the grey boxes in the table below.
Before going any further, you might like to discuss the meaning of these words
with an adult or look them up in a dictionary!
capsule

marauding

menace

staff

1.

Can you find any examples of alliteration in chapter 1? Do you like reading these sorts of phrases? Why? (3 marks)

2.

How do you know Jackie and Thran get along? (2 marks)

3.

Do you think the author intended the Vampire Robo-Penguins or the Vampire Robo-Emperor Penguin to be
frightening? What language choices did the author make to help with this impression? (2 marks)

4.

How do you think Will was feeling when he shouted “We’re going to win! Only one more to beat.” ? Think of four
words to describe this. (2 marks)
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Appendix b. - Maths worksheet example 1
1) How many groups are there?

____ groups of ____
2) How many groups are there?

____ groups of ____
3) How many groups are there?

____ groups of ____

4) If I draw 4 more dots in the array below, how many groups would there be?

____ groups of ____
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5) Kat and Tim are making arrays. Who has made a mistake?
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Appendix c. - Maths worksheet example 2.
Complete the calculations on the place value grids.
a. 45 + 2 =
Tens

Ones

4

5

+

2

b. 68 - 8 =

-

Tens

Ones

6

8
8
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Appendix d. - SPaG worksheet examples
Lesson 1
Highlight the apostrophe for possession in these sentences.
The waiter ate the monster’s dinner.
The children’s work was ruined by the rain.
Leon damaged the firefighters’ truck.

Lesson 2
Correctly punctuate the sentences with a possessive apostrophe and a s in blue text.
Sharon car was black.
Even though they had tried very hard not to spill a drop, the paint covered everyone homework.
Jack Frost always tried his best to cover the Robinson cars with ice and snow.

Lesson 3
Use the pictures to help you write 3 sentences that include an apostrophe for possession.
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Appendix e. - How our remote learning incorporates the Rosenshine Principles

Daily Review
- live meetings with children to discuss misconceptions
or revisit concepts
- Maths Knowledge organisers: reviewing concepts &
securing understanding
- quizzes at the beginning and end of lessons
- assessment of the children’s progress remotely feeds
into planning

Reviewing
Material

Weekly and monthly review
- revisit topics regularly to ensure they remain fluent
- quizzing on previous taught concepts
- opportunities for independent writing tasks
- Children to have access to Knowledge Organisers to
check against independently - retrieval
Questioning
- online lessons provide children with the opportunity to
pause and think about target questions
- live meetings between the teacher and children
provide opportunities for questioning, eliciting and
reflecting
- questioning is not easy to recreate in a remote
classroom but where remote learning recreates some
aspects of interactivity, learning is more likely to be
effective
- targeted questioning
- Display challenging higher order, open questions on
the stream or in a live session to get the children
thinking and encourage them to take ownership of their
learning progress.
- Quick and pacey closed questions in live sessions to
review and activate prior knowledge
- Questioning funnel - start with a very open question
and narrow down to closed questions (links with
checking for understanding)
- Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce- start with an open high
order question; give time to process and think; ask a

Questioning
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child to answer; resist temptation to respond and ask
another child what they think of the first child’s ideas
- Encouraging the children to pose questions. (i.e.
around how they might tackle the task, plan for
difficulties etc [Metacognition]).
Check for understanding
- quizzes at the end of lessons
- marking of assignments
- worksheets and tasks following a lesson (not
standalone)
- Higher order picture starters- ask questions relating to
a concept
- Post-it note activities using Jamboard relating to higher
order questions/ topics/ discussions
- Provide children with three pieces of content and ask
them to compare.
- Which is the odd one out and why?
- Encouraging the children to pose questions.
- Provide opportunities for children to self assess and
feedback on their own learning
- Ensure tasks are designed so that they can be handed
in. All tasks must be set as an assignment on Google
Classroom so feedback can be provided and teachers
can plan next steps. Additionally, handing in work
provides a purpose to the children.
Small steps
- The learning objective is clear, based on their next
step for learning and shared with the children - children
will know what knowledge they are expected to master
(i.e. it will be explicit)
- new concepts are delivered in small chunks
- lessons provide opportunity to practise at each stage
- teachers assess what concepts or knowledge the
children must know and focus on these
- assessment is used to ensure the children understand
concepts before moving on
- remote learning can be overwhelming for children
- new subject matter may be taught in smaller chunks
than in the classroom

Sequencing,
Concepts and
Modelling
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- lessons lead on from each other and are progressive
- be explicit about when children should pause a video
Provide models
- use of asynchronous learning
- providing pre-recorded videos
- DfE approved resources: Oak National Academyvideo lessons provide worked examples which the
children can refer back to.
- Ruth Miskin RWInc videos - many examples on how to
blend, decode and segment words
- teachers may choose to deliver worked examples via
jamboard, share knowledge organisers or model
strategy posters, live or pre-recorded.
- In live sessions, model completed or part completed
examples- show the children what it looks like when a
task is finished
Scaffold
- lessons are sequenced to allow children to gain a
deeper understanding of concepts.
- children may require more worked examples and
explanations
- Involve the parent if the child is unable to solve this
themselves
- Teachers to prepare structured guidance for those who
need it (i.e. SEND or LPA)
Guide practice
- feedback is provided remotely through a multitude of
strategies
- feedback is provided daily by the teacher praising
achievement and addressing misconceptions
- feedback is constructive and timely
- Oak Academy and videos show walk throughs of the
learning
80% success rate
- providing a high quality remote education should
prevent excessive gaps in children’s learning
- remote learning cannot recreate the physical

Stages of
Practice
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classroom environment but where it attempts to
recreate some aspects better progress and outcomes
are more likely to occur
- Focus on the foundations and KPIs in the core
subjects
- Set learning based on assessment data (i.e. what we
know the children can already do and what they need
to learn next)
Independent practice
- teachers will need to vary activities
- use a range of online resources to engage children
- children could use alternative resources to those we
have in the classroom: chocolates instead of counters;
lego to build models - these could provide a real world
context for the children
- focus on developing existing knowledge and skills
- children are given tasks and worksheets which are
complementary to the learning following a lessons
where knowledge is taught
- children are provided with reading books to promote a
love of reading and develop reading fluency
- Use opportunities to develop metacognitive strategies
and self-regulation
- provide familiar material giving the children the
confidence to complete the task
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Appendix f. - Ambrose et al. (2010) 6 Characteristics of Effective Feedback

From: https://edservices.wiley.com/quality-feedback-in-virtual-learning/
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Appendix g. - Online Learning & Safeguarding
Online Learning & Safeguarding Jan 2021

Appendix h. - Maths proforma example

Friday 15th January 2020
Y6 Maths
Please write your answers in the grey box.

Objective:

Introduction:

Link:

To solve problems involving the conversion of
length
In today’s lesson, we will solve problems involving
calculating the area and perimeter of rectilinear shapes,
including compound rectilinear shapes, where the
conversion of measure is needed.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-solve-problems-involving-conversion-of
-length

Question 1

How many cm of rope does she use? 5550cm

Question 2

Calculate the missing length= 21cm

Question 3

Calculate the missing length= 7.4cm

Question 4

Calculate the area and perimeter of each shape:
A) Area = 60cm squared
Perimeter = 38cm
B) Area = 5000 mm squared
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Perimeter = 380 mm
C) Area = 0.006 metres squared
Perimeter = 0.38 metres
Self Marking

Copy and paste this tick
the video.

Introductory
Quiz Score:

My score out of 5 is…

Exit Quiz
Score:

My score out of 5 is...

✅ to check your own work against the answer at the end of
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Appendix i. - Knowledge curriculum proforma example
RECAP
Which were invented first? Delete the incorrect answer.
1) MP3 Players
2) Smartphones which could play music
TODAY’S LESSON
Do you have any wooden toys? Why do you like this toy?
I have a _____.
I like this toy because ____.
Why is wood a good material for a toy?

Do you have any plastic toys? Why do you like this toy?
I have a _____.
I like this toy because ____.
Why is plastic a good material for a toy?

Do you have any electronic toys? Why do you like this toy?
I have a _____.
I like this toy because ____.
Which of these toys is the oldest?
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Appendix j. - Electronic Device Disclaimer for Parents/carers
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Appendix k. - Example of weekly plan for individual SEND children at home

LITERACY

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Phonics - Red
Words
https://schools.ruth
miskin.com/trainin
g/view/QFLVXVpI/
BmHYQnkv
Phonics - Sound of
the Day - oo
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=op
Q7gMO9ysc

Phonics - Red
Words
https://schools.ruth
miskin.com/trainin
g/view/U7SQ3Ahv/
QHX91lZM
Phonics Sound of
the day - oo
https://schools.ruth
miskin.com/trainin
g/view/Qdq0Wz8O
/ZOnOmIbL

Phonics - Red
Words
https://schools.ruth
miskin.com/trainin
g/view/U7SQ3Ahv/
QHX91lZM
Phonics Sound of
the day - oo
https://schools.ruth
miskin.com/trainin
g/view/Se1ztXIN/M
XajVTJo

Phonics - Red
Words
https://schools.ruth
miskin.com/trainin
g/view/DM8Zzfon/
U03IA0qm
Phonics Sound of
the day - ar
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=qJ
_UHR3-pDg

Phonics - Red
Words
https://schools.ruth
miskin.com/trainin
g/view/2lJ5PbsO/7
3aduE3a
Phonics Sound of
the day - ar
https://schools.ruth
miskin.com/trainin
g/view/fNjQ0sce/C
6bRYpp0

Counting in 5’s

Counting in 5’s

Counting in 5’s

Counting in 10’s

Counting in 10’s

Practice singing
along to this song
and Practice
counting in 5s to
30.

Practice counting
in 5s.

Get outside and
collect lots of
pebbles and
stones. Put them
into groups of 5.
How many did you
find?

Practice singing
and counting in
10’s

Jump up the stairs.
Count in 10s for
each jump you do.
What number did
you reach?

Notes and Pictures
Teacher
Comments
MATHS

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=Ee
mjeA2Djjw

Ask everyone in
your house to
stand in a circle
and show their
hands.

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=uY
RTtwZGwj8

Can you count in
5’s?
How many fingers
do they all have
together?

Can you find more
steps to try? What
number did you
reach now?

Notes and Pictures
Teacher
Comments
READING

The Gruffalo
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=s8
sUPpPc8Ws

Arnie the
Doughnut
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=6E
67n1vZZjQ

Pete the Cat
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=fj_
z6zGQVyM

Eat your Peas
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=R
ab3Iw0qT1U

I need a new
bum!
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=Yr
dPL57M540

Make your own
musical
instrument!

Turn the lights
off and find a
torch. Can you
make shadow
animals using
your hands?

Step outside and
find 5 things for
these senses.

Make a cake or
something
yummy with
Mummy or
Daddy!

Go for a jog how far can you
run? Is it more or
less than a mile?

Notes and Pictures
Teacher
Comments
THRIVE

Touch
Smell
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Hearing

Notes and Pictures
Teacher
Comments
Topic/RE
Notes and Pictures
Teacher
Comments
OTHER
Notes and Pictures
Teacher
Comments
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Appendix l. - Remote Lesson Guidance
What should go into a lesson?

How can we do it?

1

The children should have access to taught
material.

This can be pre-recorded material from online education
providers such as Oak National Academy.
Teachers may deliver content live through Google Meets.

2

The children should be presented with
Oak Academy resources encourage children to pause the
questions throughout the input and opportunity video following a targeted question relating to the
to stop and reflect.
learning.
Teachers may ask children to use the chat box feature on
Google Meets to respond to their questions.

3

Learning is scaffolded and provides children
with time to practise new knowledge/skills in
small steps.

Breaks within the learning allow children to apply what
they know in small steps. Oak Academy videos
encourage this throughout.
Live sessions will require the children to stop and
practise what they have learned.

4

Children need to apply new knowledge through
an activity.

Children should be set tasks after each video or live
session. Oak Academy provides worksheets and quizzes
for the children to assess their knowledge.
Teachers may need to tweek and adjust worksheets to
meet the needs of the children.

5

Children need to receive feedback.

Marking assignments needs to be timely to address
misconceptions. Feedback can be provided individually
or collectively. Teachers may choose to provide feedback
in live sessions.

L.O. to explore using arrays to group numbers equally.
Lesson Sequence

Assessment

1

Children revisit yesterday's learning by completing the recap quiz
on how to draw arrays.

Children record scores and share
with their teacher.

2

Watch the Oak Academy lesson on arrays. Pausing the video to
reflect on questions and practise the small steps.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-explore-array
s-part-2-71hp2t?step=1&activity=video

Children complete practise on paper.

3

Children apply their new knowledge to activity a (see appendix
b.)

Children can complete the activity
on the Google Doc or submit a photo
of their work on paper.

Children assessed in yesterday’s lesson to not be confident in
identifying ‘groups of’. Therefore more fluency questions have
been added for this lesson.
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4

Children to complete exit quiz on today’s learning
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-explore-array
s-part-2-71hp2t?step=3&activity=exit_quiz

Children record scores and share
with their teacher.

5

Marking and feedback.

Address misconceptions.

Children are not making the link between the multiplication
sentence as ‘groups of’. Children are writing statements as the
‘groups of the whole’.

For this lesson collective feedback
will be needed.

Next Steps:

Children to complete a quiz. Teacher
to receive scores.

6

In live sessions, provide more worked examples addressing the
misconception.
Put together a Google Quiz for the end of the session to assess
children’s knowledge.
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Appendix m. - Read Write Inc Expectations for Each Group
Group

Virtual Classroom lessons to send home

Set 1 A

Set 1 sounds
Learning to blend - home

Set 1 B

Set 1 sounds – gaps in single letter sounds
Learning to blend - home

Set 1 C

Set 1 sounds – gaps in single letter sounds
Learning to blend – home
Set 1 Word Time (reading and spelling): 1.1 to 1.4

Ditty

Set 1 sounds – Special Friends
Set 1 Word Time (reading and spelling): 1.4 to 1.6
Ditty photocopiable sheets from Oxford Owl

Red

Set 1 sounds - Special Friends
Red Words for Ditties
Set 1 Word Time (reading and spelling): 1.6 and 1.7
Later Ditty photocopiable sheets from Oxford Owl

Green

Set 2 sounds (reading and spelling)
Red Words for Green Storybooks
Hold a Sentence for Green Storybooks
Green story e-books from Oxford Owl
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-le
vels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/

Purple

Set 2 sounds (reading and spelling)
Red Words for Purple Storybooks
Hold a Sentence for Purple Storybooks
Purple story e-books from Oxford Owl
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-le
vels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/
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Pink

Set 2 sounds (reading and spelling): gaps in sound knowledge
First few Set 3 sounds (reading and spelling)
Red Words for Pink Storybooks
Hold a Sentence for Pink Storybooks
Pink story e-book from Oxford Owl
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-le
vels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/

Orange

Set 3 sounds (reading and spelling)
Red Words for Orange Storybooks
Hold a Sentence for Orange Storybooks
Orange story e-book from Oxford Owl
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-le
vels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/

Yellow

Blue

Grey

Set 3 sounds (reading and spelling): gaps in sound knowledge
Red Words for Yellow Storybooks
Hold a Sentence for Yellow Storybooks
Yellow story e-book from Oxford Owl
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-le
vels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/
Reading Longer words Speed Sounds lesson
Set 3 sounds (spelling only)
Red Words for Blue Storybooks
Hold a Sentence for Blue Storybooks
Blue story e-book from Oxford Owl
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-le
vels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/
Reading Longer words Speed Sounds lesson
Set 3 sounds (spelling only)
Red Words for Grey Storybooks
Hold a Sentence for Grey Storybooks
Grey story e-book from Oxford Owl
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-le
vels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/
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Appendix n. - EYFS Writing units
Unit title

Length of unit

Link to lessons

Reading, writing and grammar are all incorporated within every
unit.
The Noisy House

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Noisy House

Bat Learns to Dance

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

Bat Learns to Dance

The Little Red Hen

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Little Red Hen

The Three Billy Goats Gruff

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Three Billy Goats

Mouse Deer and Tiger

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

Mouse, Deer and Tiger

The King and the Moon

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The King and the Moon

The Gingerbread Man

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Gingerbread Man

Persuasion: Buy my gingerbread.

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

Buy my Gingerbread

The Three Little Pigs

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Three Little Pigs

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

Goldilocks and the
Three Bears

Recount: what happened from other
characters’ viewpoints.

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

Recount

The Giant Turnip

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Giant Turnip

The Sweet-Talking Potato

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Sweet Talking
Potato

Explanation: Why the king was
amazed.

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

Why the King was
Amazed
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Fox’s Sack

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

Fox's Sack

The Lucky Duck

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Lucky Duck

Little Red Riding Hood

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

The Little Red Riding
Hood

Discussion: Should Little Red Riding
Hood go into the woods alone?

10 lessons
(2 weeks)

Discussion

The Emperor’s New Clothes

5 lessons
(1 week)

The Emperor's New
Clothes

Appendix o. - EYFS Maths units
Link to unit

Reception
Unit title and description

Len
gth
of
unit

Prior knowledge
required

R.
1

Early Mathematical experiences
Opportunities for classifying,
matching, comparing and
ordering.

15

Early
mathematical
experiences

R.
2

Pattern and Early Number
Opportunities to ensure that
every child has been introduced
to the key concepts about pattern
and early number (within three) in
order for them to apply their
learning in purposeful play.

10

Pattern and Early
Number

R.
3

Numbers within 6
Learning to count reliably within 6
and explore different
representations of these
numbers.

10

R.2:
count up to 3
objects
represent

numbers up to 3

Numbers within
6
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R.
4

Addition and subtraction within 6
Exploring the combination and
partitioning structures of addition
and subtraction within 6.

5

R.3:
count up to 6
objects

Addition and
subtraction
within 6

represent

numbers up to 6
R.
8

R.
9

Numbers within 10
Developing understanding of
numbers within six and
introducing pupils to numbers
within 10.

10

Addition and subtraction within
10
Exploring the augmentation and
reduction structures of addition
for numbers within 10.

5

R.6:
count up to 6
objects

Numbers within
10

represent
numbers to 6

R.8:
count up to 10
objects

Addition and
subtraction
within 10

represent

numbers up to
10
R.
1
0

Numbers within 15
Learning to count reliably within
15, building on their knowledge
about numbers within 10

10

R.8:
count up to 10
objects
represent
number to 10

Numbers within
15

R.
1
1

Grouping and Sharing
Exploring grouping and sharing
and recognising the relationship
between the two concepts.

10

R.10:
count up to 15
objects

Grouping and
sharing

R.
1
2

Numbers within 20
Learning to count reliably within
20 and building on their
knowledge about numbers within
15.

10

R.10:
count up to 15
objects

Numbers within
20

R.
1
3

Doubling and halving
Opportunity to apply their
knowledge of addition and
grouping and sharing. They
explore double and half and
recognise the relationship
between the two concepts

5

R.11:
grouping and
sharing

Doubling and
Halving

R.10:
addition and
subtraction
within 10
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R.
1
5

Addition and subtraction within
20
Pupils explore the different
addition and subtraction
structures they have encountered
and use these to help solve
problems

10

R.10:
count and
represent
numbers to 20

Addition and
subtraction
within 20

R.
1
6

Money
Pupils explore the values of the
coins and use different
combinations of coins to make a
certain amount.

5

R.15:
addition and
subtraction
within 20

Money

R.
1
8

Depth of numbers within 20
Opportunity to apply
understanding of numbers to 20
to problems.

10

R.12 and R.15:
count and
represent
numbers to 20

Depth of
numbers to 20

addition and
subtraction
within 10

addition

and
subtraction
within 20
R.
1
9

Numbers beyond 20
Explore numbers within 50 and
apply their understanding of
counting within 10, counting on
and counting back as well as one
more and one less.

5

R.12 and R.15:
count and
represent
numbers to 20

Numbers beyond
20

addition

and
subtraction
within 20

Ratio and proportion
R.
1
3

Doubling and halving
Opportunity to apply their
knowledge of addition and
grouping and sharing. They
explore double and half and
recognise the relationship
between the two concepts

5

R.11:
grouping and
sharing
R.10:
addition and
subtraction
within 10

Doubling and
Halving

Measurement
R.
5

Measures
5
Introduces pupils to capacity, size
and length. Giving opportunities

Measures
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to measure, weigh and compare
two or more objects.
R.
7

Calendar and Time
Building understanding about
time, using everyday language to
talk about events and their
duration.

5

Calendar and
Time

R.
1
6

Money
Pupils explore the values of the
coins and using different
combinations of coins to make a
certain amount.

5

R.15:
addition and
subtraction
within 20

Money

R.
1
7

Measures
Pupils compare the lengths,
capacities and weights of
different objects and use
appropriate language to talk
about each one.

10

R.5:
experience of
measuring
capacity, size
and length

Measures

Geometry
R.
6

Shape and sorting
Exploring the characteristics of
shapes and objects and using
mathematical language when
describing them.

5

Shape and
sorting

R.
1
4

Shape and pattern
Exploring the properties of 2-D
and 3-D shapes and using to
copy, continue and create
patterns.

5

Shape and
Pattern

Total: 150 (30
wks)
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Appendix p. - EYFS Topic planning
Key
stag
e

Overarching
Topic

EYF
S

All About
me

Key
stag
e

Overarching
Topic

EYF
S

Celebration
s

Unit title

Length of unit

Link to lesson

3 lessons

Me

My family

3 lessons

My Family

My friends

3 lessons

My Friends

My community/ where I
live

3 lessons

Where I live

Feelings

3 lessons

Feelings

Difference

3 lessons

Difference

Autumn

3 lessons

Autumn

Unit title

Length of unit

Link to lessons

3 lessons

Bonfire Night

Diwali

3 lessons

Diwali

Birthdays

3 lessons

Birthdays

Winter: Hot/Cold

3 lessons

Winter

Hanukkah

3 lessons

Hanukkah

Christmas Story

3 lessons

Christmas Story

3 lessons

Christmas
Traditions

Me

Bonfire Night

Christmas Traditions
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Key
stag
e

Overarching
Topic

Unit title

Length of unit

Link to lessons

EYF
S

People who
help us

People who help us
(Doctors and Nurses)

3 lessons

Doctors and
Nurses

People who help us
(Police Officers)

3 lessons

Police Officers

People who help us
(Firefighters )

3 lessons

Firefighters

Jobs

3 lessons

Jobs

Transport

3 lessons

Transport

Journeys

3 lessons

Journeys

Unit title

Length of unit

Link to lessons

3 lessons

Babies

On the Farm. Growing
(Animals)

3 lessons

On the Farm

Growing (Plants)

3 lessons

Plants

Spring

3 lessons

Spring

Healthy Eating

3 lessons

Healthy Eating

Easter (Calendar
Informed)

3 lessons

Easter

Unit title

Length of unit

Link to lessons

3 lessons

Habitats

Key
stag
e

Overarching
Topic

EYF
S

Growing

Key
stage

Overarching
Topic

EYFS

Habitats

Growing (Babies)

Habitats
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Key
stage

Overarching
Topic

EYFS

Under the
Sea

Woodland

3 lessons

Woodlands

Rainforests

3 lessons

Rainforest

Eid (Calendar
Informed)

3 lessons

EID

Polar Habitat

3 lessons

Polar

Climate Change

3 lessons

Climate Change

Unit title

Length of unit

Link to lessons

3 lessons

Summer

Under the Sea

3 lessons

Under the Sea

At the beach

3 lessons

At the Beach

Float and Sink

3 lessons

Float and Sink

Looking after our
oceans

3 lessons

Looking after the
Ocean

Space

3 lessons

Space

Transitions

3 lessons

Transitions

Summer
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Appendix q. - EYFS Weekly planning and provision for remote education
(sent home to parents)
EYFS REMOTE LEARNING WEEK 1 Spring 1
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Active start to
the dayGoNoodle
Dinosaur Stomp

Active start to the
day- GoNoodle
Milkshake!

Active start to the dayGoNoodle
Trolls can't stop the
feeling

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
CLICK ON
LESSON 1

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
CLICK ON
LESSON 2

Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
CLICK ON LESSON 3

Addition and
subtraction
within 6
CLICK ON
LESSON 1

Addition and
subtraction
within 6
CLICK ON
LESSON 2

Addition and
subtraction within 6
CLICK ON LESSON 3

Doctors and
Nurses
CLICK ON
LESSON 1

Doctors and
Nurses
CLICK ON
LESSON 2

Doctors and Nurses
CLICK ON LESSON 3

Do Loud singing
then quiet sining,
or very active
movement, then
slow movement
eg find your
favourite song
and create a
dance for it.

Make a den with
cushions,
blankets, bed
sheets, clothes
pegs, pillows –

Set-up a treasure hunt:
take it in turns to hide
things for each other.

Traditional tale for the
week

Goldilocks and the three bears

Spine Book for the week

The Gruffalo

Primary Calendar Links

anything soft!

Or play hide and seek!
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EYFS REMOTE LEARNING WEEK 2
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Active start to
the dayGoNoodle
Small Foot

Active start to the
day
Dinosaur Stomp

Active start to the
dayDance and
Freeze

Active start to the
dayPop

Active start to the dayJump

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
CLICK ON
LESSON 4

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
CLICK ON
LESSON 5

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
CLICK ON
LESSON 6

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
CLICK ON
LESSON 7

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
CLICK ON LESSON 8

Addition and
subtraction
within 6
CLICK ON
LESSON 4

Addition and
subtraction
within 6
CLICK ON
LESSON 5

Numbers
within 10

Numbers
within 10

Numbers within 10

CLICK ON
LESSON 1

CLICK ON
LESSON 2

What do we do
to keep clean?
Why is it
important to
keep clean?

Police Officers

Police Officers

Police Officers

CLICK ON
LESSON 1

CLICK ON
LESSON 2

CLICK ON
LESSON 3

Devise an
exercise routine
using funky
moves. We
would love you
to record this on
Tapestry.

Use a finger to draw
a flower on your
child’s hand; extend
this to a
guessing game with
older children by
drawing a shape,
number, pattern
or creature.

Draw or ask a
grown up for a jar
and fill it with all
the things you
appreciate.

Sort the recycling
from the rubbish
and make a junk
model with what
you can find –
send us a photo!via Tapestry

Traditional tale
for the week

Goldilocks  Watch and sing along

Spine Book for
the week

Peace At Last

Primary
Calendar Links
for this week.

The Great Big Bird Watch
Click on fun and learning, for kids, Games and Activities
Have a look at some of the great facts.
How many birds have you spotted?
Keep a tally of the birds you have seen.

Tell your grown
up why you
need to keep
clean.

CLICK ON LESSON 3

RE
What is special to you?
Can you draw and label a picture
of what is special to you.
Now think of a special book and
ask your grown up to read it to
you.

Go on a sensory walk around your
garden. What can you see, smell,
hear?
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EYFS REMOTE LEARNING WEEK 3
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Cosmic Yoga
Zen Den Be the
Pond

Cosmic Yoga
Zen Den and the
Puppy

Cosmic Yoga
Zen Den
Listening Game

Cosmic Yoga
Zen Den Thought
Bubble

Cosmic Yoga
Zen Den Guard Dog

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
CLICK ON
LESSON 9

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
CLICK ON
LESSON 10

Recount
CLICK ON
LESSON 1

Recount
CLICK ON
LESSON 2

Recount
CLICK ON LESSON 3

Numbers
within 10

Numbers within Numbers
10
within 10

Numbers
within 10

Numbers within 10

LESSON 4

LESSON 5

LESSON 6

LESSON 7

People who help
us, singing
games
CLICK ON THE
LINK

Fire Fighters

Fire Fighters

Fire Fighters

CLICK ON
LESSON 1

CLICK ON
LESSON 2

CLICK ON
LESSON 3

LESSON 8

RE
Please listen to
David and Goliath
Click on the link
Have you ever seen anyone being
brave?
When did you think David was
brave?
How did God help David?

Make a den
CLICK ON THE
LINK for ideas
Look for sticks
and branches
Find logs.
Hunt for
interesting
things to put in
your den.

Last week you
looked in your
garden to spot
birds they may be
feeling a little bit
hungry.

Traditional tale
for the week

The Three Little Pigs
Another Three Little Pigs Story

Spine Book

Avocado Baby

Primary
Calendar Links

World Religion Day 17th January - slides being sent

Feed the birds
Why not make a
bird feeder?
Click on the link
for some great
ideas.

Plan, design and
build your ideal
house. How many
rooms would it
have, who would
live there? What
would be your
house rules? You
could build it out
of boxes,
cardboard, empty
household
resources, Lego,
virtually on a
laptop or draw it.

Music festival
• Form your own
band.
• Make your own
instruments.
• Listen to music
and dance along
with the actions.
Try these
Action songs

Games Day
Get out your favourite board
games and have a tournament!
Take a photo and put on Tapestry.
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for this week.

National Handwriting Day 22nd January - Write a sentence, write your name in the
bestest handwriting you can and take a photo to put on Tapestry.
EYFS REMOTE LEARNING WEEK 4

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Popping Bubbles

Pirate Dance

I like to move it

Just Dance

Gummy Bear

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Recount lesson 4
To explore a
recount through
song

Recount lesson 5
To use roleplay to
deepen
understanding

Recount lesson 6
To roleplay a
recycled recount

Recount lesson 7
To sing a
recycled recount

Recount 8
To write a
recycled recount

Numbers to 10 to
solve problems

Key Vocabulary
Ordinal numbers

Ordering objects
by size

Using everyday
language to
compare and
explore capacities

Using everyday
language to
compare and
explore weight

Healthy Hugs

Understanding
the job of an
engineer

To explain how
something works

To build a bridge

RE
The Magpie's
Tale
Have a treasure
hunt!

Create a magic
potion from what
you can find
around the house
or garden.

Pick 5 kind things
you can do today
and carry them
out.

Shadow
puppets show
Make shadow
puppets and
make a story to
share with your
family. The
story could be
scary, relaxing or
exciting.

Make a hideout –
is it a castle or a
lair? Send us a
photo!

Parachute game
Get a bed sheet
and fill the centre
with balls or
scrunched up
paper. Move
the sheet up and
down and see
who can get the
objects off the
sheet as
quick as possible.

Traditional tale for
the week

The Three Billy Goats Gruff

Spine Book for the
week

The Tiger Who Came To Tea

Primary Calendar
Links for this
week.

Art Exhibition - Slides being sent for ideas!
EYFS REMOTE LEARNING WEEK 5
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Superhero dance

Kids superhero
song and dance

Simon Says

Body Bop

Jungle Boogie
Dance

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Phonics link

Recount 9

Recount 10

The Emperor's
New Clothes
Lesson 1

The Emperor's
New Clothes
Lesson 2

The Emperor's
New Clothes
Lesson 3

Using everyday
materials to
explore length

Consolidating
learning on
Measures

Describing and
sorting 3D
shapes

Exploring the
characteristics of
3D shapes

Using
mathematical
language to
describe position

We're part of the
same pond

To identify foods
that are healthy
and foods that
are not healthy

To Learn about
different fruit and
vegetables

To create a
healthy dish

The Human Race

Simon Says
Take turns. Be as
adventurous and
energetic as
possible. Don’t
make it
competitive – just
have fun!

Lego challenge
Build a marble
run or a maze for
a Lego man. Try
it out! Does it
work?
Ask a family
member to see if
they can find the
way out.

Sweet or
savoury?
Decorate biscuits
or crackers make happy
faces using
sweets, fresh or
dried fruit,
cheese, ham,
crisps etc. Let
your imagination
go wild!.

Clapping games

Make a balloon
pet
Blow up a
balloon. Draw a
pet face on the
front. Cut and tie
the lead on.
Make paper ears
and a streamer
for the tail, then
stick them on with
tape.
Why not take it
for a walk!

Traditional tale for
the week
Spine Book for the
week
Primary Calendar
Links for this
week.

Can your grown
up share a
clapping game
with you?

The Enormous Turnip

Lost and Found
National Storytelling Week - Can your grown up record you on Tapestry
telling your own story.

Please note - these activities are not expected to be done one after the other, we want your children
to have lots of fun playing and if they can be, be outside enjoying the fresh air. Keep active!
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Appendix r. - Useful websites for nursery and reception parents.
Websites for Pre-School and Reception

https://www.bbc.co.uk/tiny-happy-people Lots of activities, hints and tips for parents and their
children from babies to 5 year olds.
https://sooperbooks.com/bedtime-stories/ A great selection of traditional stories and more.
http://www.ictgames.com/ Online maths and literacy resources and games
https://www.edenproject.com/learn/for-everyone?g4id=9 Lots of resources for everyone.
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/games/story-maker-1 A quick and easy way to create your
own story. Use this to get started and then begin to create your own!
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/listen-watch Everything you could think of- from stories,
rhymes to how to...videos!
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/category/topics/transport Lots of activities related to our
topic- ‘All Aboard’
https://www.fantasticfunandlearning.com/things-that-go.html Lots of resources linked to our topic‘All Aboard’
https://www.fanm/ STEM activities to complete at home for all ages. Some activities are aimed at
older children. Age is labelled on each activity. Live tutorials are at 10am each day.
https://creativestarlearning.co.uk/c/maths-outdoors/ This is a great site for outdoor activities,
amazing ideas just using natural resources.

IMOVES- http://theimovement.com/
Teach your monster to read. https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com/
Phonics Play https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk
https://www.phonicsbloom.com/ Phonics games and activities
Oxford owl collection of books available to read- www.oxfordowl.co.uk
www.youtube/cosmicyoga Yoga and mindfulness for children.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/early-years-teaching-resources/zhhf92p sound discrimination games,
classical music, radio and more.
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https://www.funwithspot.com/ Spot the dog games and stories
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?Subject=37 a variety of maths and literacy type games
https://www.activityvillage.co.uk/ lots of free printables and activities
www.cbeebies.co.uk lots of games and educational programmes including numberblocks/
alphablocks.
https://www.freehomeschooldeals.com/free-printable-30-day-lego-challenge-instant-download/ a 30
day lego challenge for those budding builders
www.gonoodle.com lots of dances and movement break videos to get children moving
https://www.nasa.gov/kidsclub/index.html Science and space activities
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-songs-index/zhwdgwx Nursery Rhymes
https://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/find-out-more/parents/Phonics support for parents
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Appendix s - National Childhood Network: Benefits of Play poster
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Appendix t. - Continuous Provision Home-Learning Support

Early Years Reception Home- Learning Support
Playing at home (continuous provision)
As part of our EYFS remote learning offer we would like to suggest some play ideas that
you can do at home using everyday objects that you might find in the home. They will
support your child’s learning and development. It will also give them a break from online
lessons and learning activities. If possible it’s a good idea for them to choose moving from
one activity to another if you have the space to have a few things out at once.. It’s a good
idea to play with them sometimes to direct the play and model and suggest ideas. If you
are brave enough to go with their ideas you’ll be amazed at where it will take you!!!!
We can provide; paper, pencils, chalk, paintbrushes & glue if you need it. Please ask your
child’s class teacher if you need any of these things. We would love to see how your child
gets on if you have a minute to post anything to Tapestry.
Construction
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Imaginative
Play

Sock Puppets & Dressing up box of adult clothes & accessories
Story Stones

Threading
Activities

Threading straws or Penne Pasta
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Enhancing
number
recognition,
ordering and
counting using
painted stones
hidden in the
home or
garden

Natural objects
to sort &
classify
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Computing

Homecorner
Areas & Shops
(if you use real
household
electrical
appliances
please make
sure the plugs
and wire have
been removed)
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Small World
Play - make
your own
animals &
action figures,
dolls house,
farm, town etc
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Trains
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Dressing up
box
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Outdoor Play

Play Dough
(salt dough)

Best Ever No-Cook Play Dough Recipe
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1. 2 cups plain flour (all purpose)
2. 2 tablespoons vegetable oil (baby oil and coconut oil work
too)
3. 1/2 cup salt.
4. 2 tablespoons cream of tartar.
5. 1 to 1.5 cups boiling water (adding in increments until it
feels just right)
6. gel food colouring (optional)
7. few drops glycerine (my secret ingredient for stretch and
shine!)
Box Modelling
(glue and
scissors) If
using scissors
make sure
they are blunt
ended

Back Garden
Mud Kitchen
(old pots,
pans,
cullenders
bowls, plastic
plates, cups
and spoons )

Create a
writing area
with crayons,
pencils, felt
tips, old
envelopes and
letters to draw
on the reverse
of.
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Water Writing
using water
and a
paintbrush on
slabs or
concrete
outside
Or Chalk
Writing

Box of picture
books for
children to
choose to read
from

Water Play
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Painting

Home made
musical
instruments

Singing /
dancing
performance
stage area
(lounge
curtains &
pretend
microphone)
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Bikes,Trikes,
Scooters,
Skateboards &
Tractors
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Den Building
Inside &
Outside
(equipment;
broom
handles,
chairs, tables
sheets, pegs,
string) If you
use string or
rope be careful
of the choke
hazard
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Boards Games
(snakes &
ladders)
&
Card Games
(snap)
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